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hep Successful in the UK 

Trefullock solar park Sold 

 
Güglingen, December 09, 2021 – A success story at the end of the year: As of 18.11.2021 

hep has successfully sold its solar park Trefullock. Investors of the investment “HEP – Solar 

England 1 GmbH & Co. KG“ can look forward to a proud total return of almost 170 percent. 

The first distribution of 164 percent has already been made.  

Investing With hep Pays off 

The distribution from the sale amounts to 169.66 %, which corresponds to an IRR yield of 

currently 11.21 % p.a. on average. In addition, there is the possibility of further 

distributions resulting from the liquidation of the company “HEP – Solar England 1 GmbH 

& Co. KG“. 

hep Produces Solar Power in Cornwall for ten and a Half Years 

Trefullock is one of the first ever solar farms to be built in the UK. hep built the plant on 

the Cornish coast itself and connected it to the grid in July 2011. Since then, hep’s own 

Operation and Maintenance team has controlled and managed the operation. This 

included on-site technical maintenance as well as round-the-clock monitoring via the 

digital monitoring system. For around ten and a half years, Trefullock reliably produced 

environmentally friendly solar energy. Under its new owners, it will continue to be used 

to generate electricity.   

From the Island to the World – Successful International Project Development at hep 

After the two solar parks in Germany, Nordendorf and Spremberg, Trefullock was the 

third solar park developed, built and operated by hep itself in 2011. At the same time 

Trefullock is the first hep solar park outside Germany. Thus, the British park marks hep’s 

entry into international project development. Only two years later, hep opens up Japan as 

a new market and is the first foreign company ever to place a solar project there in 2014. 

In 2018, the successful market entry in the USA follows.  



 

 
The Trefullock solar park was successfully sold (credit: hep). 
 

Invest Responsibly With hep  

A partner for everything that is solar energy. That is hep. Since 2008, we develop, build, operate 

and finance solar parks. Worldwide. For energy generation that can do more than just supply 

electricity. The large-scale photovoltaic plants we have developed have a capacity of around 800 

megawatts. From our locations in Germany, Japan and the USA, we operate 16 of our own solar 

projects. Our active pipeline for future projects holds a good 5,300 megawatts (as of 03/31/21). 

 

We combine high-tech know-how with the highest level of competence in finance. This makes us 

unique. More than 2,000 investors, around 268 million assets under management and a successful 

track record: this is how we underpin our sustainable coroprate success. HEP Kapitalverwaltung 

AG designs investments funds with different maturities and risk-return profiles as a BaFin-

regulated financial investment management company. 
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